BATTSCAN
High Voltage Battery Analyzer
For Hybrid Electric Vehicles
BATTSCAN is a High Voltage Battery Analyzer that provides simple, usable test results to determine the state of health of a Hybrid Vehicle’s High Voltage Battery.

Know IF and when a high voltage battery needs service or replacement.
Fuel economy and performance issues in a Hybrid Vehicle are not always an indicator of a poorly performing high voltage battery. Avoid costly customer returns by analyzing the health of the High Voltage Battery before and after a repair.

Get a simple Test Result
BATTSCAN provides a simple diagnostic reading that will tell you and your customer if their vehicle’s HV Battery is healthy, or whether it needs service or replacement.

Provide a new service or prevent warranty returns
Capture new revenue streams and give your hybrid-driving customers a reason to bring their vehicle to you rather than returning it to the dealer. Utilize BATTSCAN as part of vehicle inspections, regular maintenance, pre-repair diagnostics, and post-repair validation.
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Future Tech
futuretechauto.com
Simple results for complex Hybrid Battery Testing

Each BATTSCAN kit includes:

- iOS/Android Device App
- DLC Connector and Data streamer
- Dust bag and promo window cling
- 1 year of BATTSCAN app/software licensing
- 5 on-demand training courses
  - Two Safety Courses
  - Introductory Hybrid Vehicle Training
  - Service Advisor Training
  - How to use BATTSCAN test results

Price: $998.00
($549 annual software renewal)